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Abstract

Using a general formalism of a q-deformation of an arbitrary Lie algebra, new kinds of q-

deformed centerless Virasoro and U(1) Kac-Moody algebras are found. This q-deformation is

associated to an R-matrix of unit square satisfying the quantum Yang-Baxter equation and

allows a nontrivial Hopf structure. The central extension is also incorporated in this formalism.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, a lot of attention has been paid to the study of quantum deformation of Lie alge-

bras and groups [1]-[4]. This is due to its close connection to the Yang-Baxter equation, which is

central in various physically interesting models and theories, such as two dimensional conformal

�eld theories, integrable models and so on [5]-[7]. These quantum deformations are mathe-

matically characterized by the existence of the R-matrix satisfying the Yang-Baxter equation,

and nontrivial Hopf algebra structure (nonco-commutative or noncommutative or both) and the

dependence upon some parameter \q" (one or more). The latter is crucial in the deformation

theory and permits the connection with the classical counterpart, which is recovered in the limit

q = 1. Although this is the general mathematical framework of the quantum deformation, there

are other attempts based only on the deformation parameters. The latter deformations are

nothing more than analogies. This is the case of many q-deformation versions of the Virasoro

algebra and some other in�nite algebras. The �rst version of q-deformed centerless Virasoro

algebra was introduced by Curtright and Zachos [8], its central extension was later furnished in

[9]. However the existence of a Hopf structure for this algebra is still an open question. Another

type of q-deformation is proposed in [10] but with a trivial Hopf structure. The Hopf structure

has been investigated in [11] by introducing an additional set of generators indices.

In this paper we will follow a general way of deformation of Lie algebras to give a new type of

q-deformation of the Virasoro and U(1) Kac-Moody algebras to which we associate an R-matrix

satisfying the quantum Yang-Baxter equation and unit square condition. This q-deformation

allows a nontrivial Hopf structure. In sect. 2, we describe the general formalism for an arbitrary

Lie algebra. We generalize the antisymmetry and Jacobi identity principles in the sense of

q-deformation by introducing an R-matrix of unit square and satisfying the quantum Yang-

Baxter equation. Then, we construct the associated q-deformed universal enveloping algebra. To

provide the latter with a nontrivial Hopf structure, we introduce additional generators which are

degenerate with the unit in the undeformed case. Finally, we incorporate the central extension

in this general formalism. In sects. 3 and 4 we apply the above formalism to give a new q-

deformation of Virasoro and U(1) Kac-Moody algebras, respectively. Finally, sect. 5 contains

some concluding remarks.

2 Quantum Lie algebra

Let us �rst recall the de�nition of the classical Lie algebra. Let A be a vector space over the

�eld K (K = R or C) with an additional linear operation

[; ] : A
A ! A

A is called a Lie algebra if the following properties hold

[; ] = �[; ] � � (antisymmetry) (1)
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[; ](id
 [; ])(id+ �12�23 + �23�12) = 0 (Jacobi identity) (2)

where �(a
 b) = b
 a, a; b 2 A, �12 = � 
 1 and �23 = 1
 �. When A is a �nite dimensional

Lie algebra with the basis Xi, i = 1; : : : ; n, the linear operation de�ning this Lie structure is

determined by

[Xi; Xj] = Cij

kXk i; j; k = 1; ::::n (3)

(with the summation over repeated indices) where n = dimA, and the coe�cients Ck

ij
are the

structure constants of A (with respect to the basis Xi). The relations (3) may also hold for the

in�nite dimensional algebras but with n = n(Xi; Xj) 2 N . In terms of these structure constants,

the conditions (1) and (2) become

Cij

k = �Cji

k (4)

Cjk

mCim

l + Cij

mCkm

l + Cki

mCjm

l = 0: (5)

Now, it is natural to think about more general operators S than the permutation operator �.

In this case, it is easy to check that the generalized analogues of the conditions (1) and (2)

[; ]q = �[; ]q � S (q � antisymmetry) (6)

[; ]q(id
 [; ]q)(id+ S12S23 + S23S12) = 0 (q � Jacobi identity) (7)

are satis�ed if the operator S satis�es the quantum Yang-Baxter equation:

S12S23S12 = S23S12S23; (8)

and

S2 = 1: (9)

We suppose that the operator S depends on some arbitrary complex parameter q such that in

the limit q = 1 we recover the classical Lie structure given by (1) and (2) (this is the meaning of

the index q appearing in (6) and (7)). In this sense this generalization may be called a quantum

deformation or a q-deformation. The corresponding q-deformed Lie algebra is denoted by Aq .

In what follows we will simply refer to (6) and (7) as q-A and q-JI, respectively. Introducing a

basis (Xi) of Aq on which we suppose that the operator S acts linearly, namely

S(Xi 
Xj) = Sij
klXk 
Xl; (10)

the q-deformed Lie structure may be of the following form:

[Xi; Xj]q = Cij
k(q)Xk: (11)

Then, using (10), the conditions q-A, q-JI, (8), and (9) become

Cij

m(q) = �Sij
klCkl

m(q); (12)

Cjk

l(q)Cil

m(q) + Sjk
lnSil

prCrn

s(q)Cps

m(q) + Sij
lnSnk

prCpr

s(q)Cls

m(q) = 0; (13)
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Sij
klSlm

rsSkr
uv = Sjm

klSik
urSrl

vs; (14)

Sij
klSkl

mn = �m
i
�n
j
: (15)

To the q-deformed Lie algebra Aq we associate the q-deformed universal enveloping algebra

(QUEA) Uq(Aq) de�ned by

[Xi; Xj]q = Xi 
Xj � Sij
klXk 
Xl = Ck

ij
(q)Xk; (16)

where the �rst equality de�nes the so-called q-deformed commutator or q-deformed commutation

relation. Note that an analogue deformation to (16) was derived in [12], but from a di�erent for-

malism and with other conditions than (12)-(15). Using the following q-deformed commutation

relations

[Xi; Xj 
Xk]q = Xi 
Xj 
Xk � S23S12(Xi 
Xj 
Xk); (17)

it follows that the q-deformed commutator (16) satis�es the q-A and q-JI properties when (8)

and (9) hold. In what follows we will omit the symbol \
 " in (16).

The Hopf structure of Uq(Aq) is de�ned by :

�(Xi) = Xi 
 1 + Mi

j 
Xj ; (18)

"(Xi) = 0; (19)

(Xi) = �(Mi
j)Xj ; (20)

where Mi
j are additional elements of Uq(Aq) which reduce to �j

i
in the limit q = 1, and from

the consistency with the basic axioms of the Hopf algebra [13], their costructure should be

�(Mi

j) = Mi

k 
Mk

j ; (21)

"(Mi

j) = �
j

i
; (22)

(Mi
j) = (M�1)i

j

: (23)

Further, the consistency of this Hopf structure with (16) implies the following q-deformed com-

mutation relations:
Smn

klMk
rMl

s = Mm
kMn

lSkl
rs;

Mm
kMn

lCr

kl
(q) = Ck

mn
(q)Mk

r;

Mm
rXn = Smn

klXkMl
r:

(24)

Up to now we have neglected the central extension of Aq . However, it is straightforward to

incorporate it into our theory. The extended version of (16) may be written as

[Xi; Xj]q = XiXj � Sij
klXkXl = Cij

k(q)Xk + �q(i; j)~c; (25)

[Xi; ~c]q = Xi ~c� Ai

j ~c Xj = 0 (26)
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where Ai
j are arbitrary functions depending on the parameter q and reduce to �

j

i
in the limit

q = 1. Using q-A and q-JI, it follows that the q-deformed two-cocycle �q(i; j) in (25) satis�es :

�q(i; j) = �Sij
kl�q(k; l) (27)

Cjk

l(q)�q(i; l) + Sjk
lmSil

rsCsm

l(q)�q(r; l)+ Sij
lmSmk

rsCrs

p(q)�q(l; p) = 0: (28)

The Hopf structure on Uq(Aq) de�ned by (25), and (26) may be deduced in the same way as for

the centerless case. The costructure of the generators Xi and \Mi
j" is analogous to that given

in (18) - (23). For the central charge we set

�(~c) = ~c
 1 + H 
 ~c;

"(~c) = 0; (~c) = �(H)~c
(29)

where H is an additional element which reduces to 1 in the limit q = 1. From the consistency

with the basic axioms of the Hopf algebra, its costructure should be

�(H) = H 
H;

"(H) = 1; (H) = H�1:
(30)

From the consistency of this Hopf structure with (25) and (26) we �nd, in addition to q-deformed

commutation relations analogous to (24), the following ones

XiH = Ai
jHXj ;

Mi
jHAj

k = Ai
jHMj

k;

Ai
j~cMj

k =Mi
k~c;

Mi
kMj

l�q(k; l) = �q(i; j)H:

(31)

Further, if we multiply both sides of (25) from the right by H and pull it to the left, using

the �rst equation of (31) and supposing that ~cH = H~c, we �nd the following conditions on the

functions Ai
j :

Ai
mAj

nSmn
rs = Sij

mnAm
rAn

s;

Ai
mAj

nCr

mn
(q) = Ck

ij
(q)Ak

r;

Ai
mAj

n�q(m;n) = �q(i; j):

(32)

3 Quantum deformed Virasoro algebra

We will now apply the above formalism to derive a new quantum deformation of the classical

Virasoro algebra with nontrivial Hopf structure. We will also investigate its q-deformed central

extension. Before doing this, let us recall the classical version of this algebra for convenience

and comparison. The classical Virasoro algebra without central extension is generated by the

set fLm; m 2 ZZg with the following Lie operation :

[Lm; Ln] = (m� n)Lm+n: (33)

Note that if we restrict the generators to L0, L1, L�1, we get the SU(2) algebra :

[L0; L1] = �L1; [L0; L�1] = L
�1; [L1; L�1] = 2L0; (34)
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which appears as a subalgebra of the Virasoro algebra. The Hopf structure on this algebra is

trivial. Its central extension is usually given by

[Lm; Ln] = (m� n)Lm+n +
(m3 �m)

12
c�m+n;0; (35)

[Lm; c] = 0: (36)

Now, let us take a solution of the operator S satisfying (14) and (15) as

Smn

kl = q2(n�m)�l
m
�k
n
: (37)

Consequently, we associate the following q-deformation of the Virasoro algebra, and its corre-

sponding QUEA :

[Lm; Ln]q = LmLn � q2(n�m)LnLm = Cmn(q)Lm+n (38)

where the q-deformed commutator is the same as the one introduced by Curtright and Zachos

[8], and the q-deformed structure constants Cmn(q) are to be determined from the following

explicit q-A and the q-JI :

Cmn(q) = �q2(n�m)Cnm(q) (39)

Crs(q)Cm;r+s(q) + q2(s�r)q2(s�m)Cmr(q)Cs;m+r(q) + q2(s�m)q2(r�m)Csm(q)Cr;m+s(q) = 0 (40)

from which we get

Cmn(q) = q2n(m� n): (41)

Then the q-deformed Virasoro algebra and its QUEA are given by

[Lm; Ln]q = LmLn � q2(n�m)LnLm = q2n(m� n)Lm+n (42)

where the q-deformed structure constants are di�erent from the ones given in [8]. The Hopf

structure may be deduced using (18)-(23). In this case the q-deformed commutation relations

between Mm
n and Lm are given by

Mm
rLn = q2(n�m)LnMm

r;

Mn
rMm

s = q2(m�n+r�s) Mm
sMn

r;
P

l
Mm

r�lMn
lq2l(r� 2l) = q2n(m� n)Mm+n

r:

(43)

We suppose that for each row m there are �nite nonzero elements of the in�nite matrix Mm
n,

so we may simply choose

Mm

n = Km�
n

m
: (44)

Then, the q-deformed commutation relations (43) reduce to a simple form as follows

KmLn = q2(n�m)LnKm;

KmKn = KnKm = Km+n;
(45)
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and the Hopf structure is given by

�(Lm) = Lm 
 1 + Km 
 Lm; �(Km) = Km 
Km

"(Lm) = 0; "(Km) = 1;

(Lm) = �K�1
m
Lm; (Km) = K�1

m
:

(46)

If we restrict the generators to the L0, L�1, and L1 we �nd a new type of quantum deformation

Uq(SUq(2)), namely

[L0; L1]q = L0L1 � q2L1L0 = �q2L1;

[L0; L�1]q = L0L�1 � q�2L
�1L0 = q�2L

�1;

[L1; L�1]q = L1L�1 � q�4L
�1L1 = 2q�2L0:

(47)

Note that, to construct the Hopf structure in [11] the author also introduced additional gener-

ators of the same costructure and the same q-deformed commutation relations as we �nd here

though our q-deformation is di�erent.

We will now introduce the central extension of (42). It may be written as :

[Lm; Ln]q = LmLn � q2(n�m)LnLm = q2n(m� n)Lm+n + 'q(m;n)ĉ; (48)

and

[Lm; ĉ]q = Lmĉ � fmĉLm = 0; (49)

where the Am
n introduced in (26) is replaced by fm�

n

m
, which is compatible with (32). The

q-deformed two-cocycle 'q(m;n) in (48) should satisfy the following conditions:

'q(m;n) = �q2(n�m)'q(n;m); (50)

q2s(n� s)'q(m;n+ s)+ q
2(2s�m)(m�n)'q(s; n+m)+ q2(n+s�m)(s�m)'q(n; s+m) = 0; (51)

deduced from the q-A and q-JI, respectively. A solution of the equations (50) and (51) should

be consistent with the classical limit given by q = 1. At this limit the classical counterpart may

be the central extended Virasoro algebra (35) and (36) as well as the centerless one (33). In the

�rst case we have

'q(m;n) = qn�m
(m3 �m)

12
�m+n;0: (52)

In the second case, we have

'q(m;n) = �qn�m
(m3 �m)

12
�m+n;0 (53)

where � = q � q�1, which vanishes in the classical limit. This central extension is due only to

the quantum deformation uctuations.

A solution of fm compatible with (32), (53) and (52) is given by

fm = q�2m: (54)
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Then, the q-deformed commutation relations (31) are now

LmH = q�2mHLm;

KmH = HKm;

~cKm = q2mKm~c;

KmK�m = H:

(55)

Comparing the last relation in (55) with the second one in (45) we deduce that H = K0, which

is consistent with all other q-deformed commutation relations. The coproduct, the counit, and

the antipode actions on the generators Lm and the corresponding additional generators Km are

similar to that in (46). Their q-deformed commutation relations are analogues to (45). Finally,

the costructure on the central charge is given by

�(ĉ) = ĉ
 1 + K0 
 ĉ;

"(ĉ) = 0; (ĉ) = �K�1
0 ĉ:

(56)

4 Quantum deformed U(1)-Kac-Moody algebra

This algebra is an important one in physics, it may be related, for example, to the oscillator

algebra. Its classical form without central extension is generated by the basis fJm; m 2 ZZg with

the following commutation relations

[Jm; Jn] = 0: (57)

The case with central charge is given by :

[Jm; Jn] = m�m+n;0c; (58)

[Jm; c] = 0: (59)

To deform it we will follow the same procedure as we have done for the Virasoro algebra. We

take the same R-matrix as in (37) to derive the q-deformed analogues of (57), (58) and (59),

respectively. The q-deformed centerless U(1) Kac-Moody algebra and its QUEA are given by:

[Jm; Jn]q = JmJn � q2(n�m)JnJm = 0; (60)

where the two constraints q-A and q-JI are trivially satis�ed. The Hopf structure may be deduced

using (18)-(23). In this case, the q-deformed commutation relations between Mm
n and Jm are

as follows
Mm

rJn = q2(n�m)JnMm
r;

Mn
rMm

s = q2(m�n+r�s) Mm
sMn

r:
(61)

Here, we also suppose that for each rowm there are �nite nonzero elements of the in�nite matrix

Mm
n, and we take the following simple diagonal matrix

Mm
n = Tm�

n

m
: (62)

So, the q-deformed commutation relations (61) reduce to the following

TmJn = q2(n�m)JnTm;

TmTn = TnTm ;
(63)
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and the Hopf structure is given by

�(Jm) = Jm 
 1 + Tm 
 Jm; �(Tm) = Tm 
 Tm
"(Tm) = 0; "(Tm) = 1;

(Jm) = �T�1
m
Jm; (Tm) = T�1

m
:

(64)

Now let us look at the q-deformed central extension. We set

[Jm; Jn]q = JmJn � q2(n�m)JnJm =  q(m;n)~c; (65)

and

[Jm; ~c]q = Jm~c � q�2m~cJm = 0; (66)

where Am
n = q�2n�n

m
for the same reasons as in the Virasoro algebra case. The q-JI is trivially

satis�ed, however the q-A gives

 q(m;n) = �q2(n�m) q(n;m) (67)

from which we get two solutions. The �rst one is

 q(m;n) = �q(n�m)[m� n]q�m+n;0 (68)

([x]q = [qx�q�x]=(q�q�1)) which vanishes in the limit q = 1. This central extension is allowed

by the quantum deformation. The second solution is given by

 q(m;n) = qn�mm�m+n;0; (69)

which reduces to the classical central term in (58) in the limit q = 1. Note that the solution of

Am
n in (66) is compatible with (68) and (69). These central extensions may be endowed with

the Hopf structure by applying the formalism of the �rst section. The coproduct, the counit,

and the antipode actions on the generators Jm and the corresponding additional generators Tm

are similar to that in (64) and we have analogous q-deformed commutation relations to (63).

For the central charge we have the following costructure

�(~c) = ~c
 1 + H 
 ~c;

"(~c) = 0; (~c) = �H�1~c:
(70)

The q-deformed commutation relations (31) are now

JmH = q�2mHJm;

TmH = HTm;

~cTm = q�2mTm~c;

TmT�m = H:

(71)

5 Concluding remarks

We have presented a new type of q-deformed centerless Virasoro and U(1) Kac-Moody algebras

based on a general q-deformation formalism of arbitrary Lie algebra. We have associated to these
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q-deformed algebras an R-matrix, which is of unit square and satis�es the quantum Yang-Baxter

equation. We have also investigated the possibility of extending these q-deformed algebras to

have a q-deformed central charge. It appeared that one can �nd two solutions, one of them is

purely a quantum deformation uctuation in the sense that it disappears in the classical limit

q = 1. The other is the q-deformed analogue of the usual classical one. The main advantage

of this construction is that it allows a nontrivial Hopf structure on the corresponding QUEA's

by introducing additional elements, which degenerate with the unit element in the undeformed

case. Of course, this is an essential ingredient for application to integrable systems. The super-

extension of this work will be discussed elsewhere [14]. It will also be interesting to look for the

realization of these q-deformed algebras.
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